ABSTRACT Small object detection is a major challenge in the field of object detection. With the development of deep learning, many methods based on deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) have greatly improved the speed of detection while ensuring accuracy. However, due to the contradiction between the spatial details and semantic information of DCNNs, previous deep learning methods often meet problems when detecting small objects. The challenge can be more serious in complex scenes involving similar background objects and/or occlusion, such as in remote sensing imagery. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end DCNN called the multi-component fusion network (MCFN) to improve the accuracy of small object detection in such cases. First, we propose a dual pyramid fusion network, which densely concatenates spatial information and semantic information to extract small object features via encoding and decoding operations. Then we use a relative region proposal network to adequately extract the features of small objects samples and parts of objects. Finally, to achieve robustness against background disturbance, we add contextual information to the proposal regions before final detection. Experimental evaluations demonstrate that the proposed method significantly improves the accuracy of object detection in remote sensing images compared with other state-of-the-art methods, especially in complex scenes with the conditions of occlusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the improvements in earth observation technology and the diversity of remote sensing platforms, object detection on remote sensing images has attracted more and more attention [1] - [3] . However, due to the complex backgrounds, small objects, the uneven distributions of training samples in terms of size and quantity, illumination and occlusion detection tasks are challenging. Existing object detection innovations [4] - [10] can be divided into two main cateThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Pia Addabbo.
gories, traditional machine learning methods and deep learning methods.
Traditional machine learning methods include the scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) [4] and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [5] . These methods first use the traditional filters to extract features and then perform feature fusion and dimension reduction to concisely extract features. Finally, the features are fed into a classifier like Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11] or AdaBoost [12] , which rely on hand-engineered features; however, these classifiers have difficulty to efficiently processing remote sensing images in the context of big data. In addition, hand-engineered features FIGURE 1. The object can not be accurately detected in complex scene and in the occlusion situation. The aircraft (red box) in the complex scene (object and background have the same color and texture) shows in (a). the aircraft (blue box) which is partly exposed shows in (b).
can detect only specific targets, when applying them to other objects, the detection results are unsatisfactory.
In recent years, deep learning algorithms based on DCNNs including region proposals with a convolution neural network (faster RCNN) [13] , and one-stage networks such as You Only Look Once (YOLO) [14] and the single-shot multibox detector (SSD) [15] , have achieved good performance in object detection tasks. However, these innovations usually fail to detect very small objects because small object features are lost during the downsampling processes of DCNNs; i.e., the DCNNs can not accurately extract the features of small objects. Objects in optical remote sensing images usually have small objects, and the objects are usually blurry, which has created considerable challenges in normal object detection with no good solutions to date.
To alleviate the issues of small object detection, many methods such as feature pyramid network (FPN) [16] , deeply supervised object detectors [17] , and scale normalization for image pyramids [18] have been proposed. To a certain extent, these methods strengthen the feature extraction of small objects. However, they do not perform well when detecting remote sensing objects because many objects in remote sensing images have complex backgrounds due to terrain or illumination factors, and the above methods cannot easily distinguish them.
In the field of object detection in remote sensing images, many DCNN-based methods have been proposed to improve the detection accuracy. Many of object detection algorithms [3] , [19] , [20] consider only the features of the objects themselves. The DNN-based method [21] used CNN features from combined layers to perform orientation-robust aerial object detection. A position-sensitive balancing (PSB) framework [7] based on the ResNet [22] and a novel end-to-end adaptively aspect-ratio multi scale network (AARMNet) [8] can significantly improve detection accuracy. Figure. 1, (a) shows an aircraft (red box) in a complex scene in which the object and background have the same color and texture. Due to the diversity and complexity of the objects in remote sensing images, in many cases, which the object and the background have similar texture and color features, these methods can not detect them accurately.
Some existing works [9] , [23] take local contextual information into account and obtain good performance. The relationships among objects play an important role in improving detection. Therefore, in addition to the use of local contextual information, the proposed method takes object-object relationship contextual information into consideration. In the condition that many objects are occluded by buildings, trees or because of the shooting angle; for example Fig. 1 (b) shows an aircraft (blue box) that is partly exposed. Thus, there are not always enough features to detect the objects.
To address these issues, we propose a framework called the multi-component fusion network (MCFN) to extract the essential features of objects from remote sensing images and accurately detect them.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) First, we propose the dual pyramid fusion network(DPFN) to extract features for small objects. We concatenate the shallow feature map and the deep feature map in every scale through a series of encoders and decoders. Because the object in the remote sensing image is very small, with the deepening of the neural network, the features of small objects will be considerably decreased. DPFN can extract not only shallow spatial location features of small objects, but also deep semantic features. Multiscale feature concatenation can strengthen the features of objects, especially those of small objects. 2) Second, we propose the relative region proposal network (RRPN), which maximally uses the small object features and makes the network learn local information for detecting occluded objects. The intersection over union (IoU) is an important indicator for determining whether anchors are used for training. Previous methods cannot fully use small object samples, because the small object always have low IoU values. To solve this problem, we not only use the IoU as the classification indicator for positive and negative samples but also consider small object properties. We introduce the concept of relative intersection over union (RIoU) and use the anchors that satisfy the condition of RIoU for gradient backpropagation. 3) Third, we interpolate contextual information to increase the scale of the proposal region before Region of Interesting Alignment [45] , while learning the relationship between background information and object information. In general, background and object information are strongly correlated. Thus, this step is helpful for detecting small objects, especially when the objects are similar to the background. After the relative region proposal network, we divide the proposals into four parts according to the scale of the proposals, and use the contextual information network (CIN) for the final classification and regression. Compared to previous state-of-the-art methods, the proposed method improves the results obtained for remote sensing object detection dataset [24] by 2%, especially for complex scenes and objects that are occluded. The algorithm also performs well on the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO) [25] dataset, especially for small object detection, which indicates that the proposed method is generally accurate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a summary of the related work. We present the proposed method and details in Section III. Section IV introduces the training details. The experimental results are presented in Section V. We discuss about the deficiency of the proposed method in Section VI. Section VII provides some conclusions with suggestions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Object detection in remote sensing images has been widely researched in recent years. Deep learning models have received increased attention and being applied to various tasks related to remote sensing images. The most popular deep learning methods are CNN-based models. CNNs do not require handcrafted features, and they require fewer parameters than other networks because they share weights for the same filter. The CNN-based model can learn the essential features of input images based on its network structure. CNNs have been widely used in object classification, object detection, and speech recognition. Many theoretical studies concerning CNN [26] have been conducted. As computer technology has advanced, deeper and more efficient CNN models have been proposed. AlexNet, developed by Krizhevsky et al. [27] , was a groundbreaking CNN architecture. The main feature of the GoogleNet [28] is its improved utilization of the computing resources inside the network. This improvement was achieved through a carefully crafted design that allowed the depth and width of the network to increase while keeping the computational demands constant. The VGG models proposed by Simonyan and Zisserman [29] were used to investigate the relationship between the depth of a convolutional network and its accuracy in large-scale image recognition regardless of the size or scale of the image, thus eliminating the requirement for a fixed-size input image. ResNet [22] was reformulated to learn residual functions with reference to the layer inputs instead of learning unreferenced functions to ease the training of networks that are substantially deeper than those used previously. DenseNet [30] based on the ResNet uses dense connections to enhance the feature propagation, and greatly reduce the numbers of parameters.
With the application of DCNN in object detection, increasingly efficient detection algorithms, such as RCNN [18] , the spatial pyramid pooling network [31] , and fast-RCNN [32] , have been proposed. faster-RCNN uses a region proposal network (RPN) structure and improves the detection efficiency while achieving end-to-end training. Instead of relying on regional proposals, YOLO [14] and SSD [15] directly estimate the object region and truly enable real-time detection. The FPN adopts the multiscale feature pyramid form and makes full use of the feature map to achieve better detection results. Region-based fully convolutional networks (R-FCN) [33] build a fully convolutional network, which greatly reduces the number of parameters, improves the detection speed, and has a good detection effect.
More and more CNN based methods were used in the field of remote sensing images, many solutions use the CNN-based model to train the very high resolution remote sensing image datasets [34] , [35] . Wu et al. [36] proposed an efficient way to automatically learn the presentations from the passive image data and increase the computational efficiency of aircraft detection. Ding et al. [37] investigated the capabilities of a CNN model combined with data augmentation operations in SAR target recognition. Zhang et al. [38] designed a network with a deconvolution layer after the last convolution layer of base network for small object detection on high resolution remote sensing images. Ševo and Avramović [39] presented an automatic content-based analysis of aerial imagery in order to detect and mark arbitrary objects or regions in highresolution images. Zhang et al. [40] presented a hierarchical oil tank detector with deep surrounding features combined with local features to describe oil tanks and then applied gradient orientation to select candidate regions from satellite images. Salberg et al. [41] investigated an algorithm for automatic detection of seals in aerial remote sensing images using features extracted from a pre-trained deep convolutional neural network.
Zhang et al. [19] constructed an iterative weakly supervised learning framework to automatically mine and augment the training dataset from the original image and combined the frame work with the candidate RPN to locate aircraft FIGURE 2. The architecture of MCFN framework containing three main parts: DPFN, RRPN, and CIN. In DPFN, the green lines represent encoding operation, and the orange lines represent decoding operation. We use dense concatenation operation to concatenate the feature maps with same scale. In RRPN and CIN, the green box is full-connect layer. The output of yellow box is class probability, and the output of blue box is the probably coordinates. Finally, we use NMS to choose the best bounding box. as the last image show(red box), the proposed MCFN can detect the small object in the complex scene.
in large-scale very high-resolution images. Jiang et al. [42] proposed a vehicle detection method in satellite images using DCNNs based on superpixel segmentation. Zhu et al. [43] used CNN features from combined layers to perform orientation-robust aerial object detection. Yang et al. [3] proposed a dense FPN builds high-level semantic feature maps for all scales by means of dense connections and adopts rotation anchors to avoid the side effects of non-maximum suppression to solve the problems resulting from the narrow width of ships in aerial remote sensing images. To address small remote sensing objects that usually renders poor performance, Ren et al. [23] investigated modified faster R-CNN for the task of small object detection in optical remote sensing images.
Methods such as FPN [16] , DFPN [3] , RetinaNet [44] , and modified faster-RCNN [23] , which use a pyramidal representation and combine features of DCNNs, have access to highlevel semantic information layers with shallow convolutional layers that have access to high-level location information, which has a certain effect on small object detection. In the proposed method, we strengthen the fusion of deep and shallow layers. In addition, we presented a RRPN to maximize the extraction of small object features and local information and interpolate contextual information to improve the accuracy of remote sensing image object detection.
III. PROPOSED WORK
Existing object detection methods have limitation in remote sensing images. First, because of the limitations of DCNN, the low-level feature map semantic information is relatively scarce but accurately presents the object location. In contrast, high-level feature semantic information is rich but imprecisely presents the object location. In addition, previous methods cannot adequately extract the features of a small object. The last, when the object is in a complex scene the accuracy of previous algorithms will be decreased.
Therefore, we proposed a multi-component fusion network to enhance the accuracy of the small object. The figure 2 shows the architecture of the multi-component fusion network (MCFN) framework, which includes three main parts: dual pyramid fusion network (DPFN), relative region proposal network (RRPN) and contextual information network (CIN). The DPFN includes a series of encoder and decoder to adequately extract the features of the small object. RRPN maximally extracts the small object features and makes the network learn the local information for detecting the occluded object. In the CIN, we interpolate the contextual information to learn the relationship between the background information and the object information. Finally, we use nonmaximum suppression (NMS) operations and output the categories and the best bounding box of the object from the input image. The key layers of the network are detailed and shown in Table 1 .
A. DUAL PYRAMID FUSION NETWORK
In general, the feature maps in lower resolutions depicts more global scene layout, while the feature maps in higher resolutions contain more structure details. Due to pooling operations and convolution operations with strides in CNNs, a large amount of low-level visual features are lost especially in small objects.
As Fig. 3 shows, B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , and B 4 are four-scale convolutional layers in backbone network. The heatmaps of the B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , and B 4 is (a), (b), (c) and (d) showing in Fig. 4 . From the subgraph we can see that (a) contains more edge information, the (b) contains more profile information and the (c) and (d) contain more local and global information.
It is conclude that the first few layers contain more information of small objects, on the contrary, the heatmaps collected from latter layers contain strong semantic information but less information of small objects. That is to say, the distinctive features of small objects in remote sensing imagery From the subgraph we can see that (a) (64 feature maps) contains more edge information, the (b) (128 feature maps) contains more profile information and the (c) (256 feature maps) and (d) (512 feature maps) contain more local and global information. It is obvious that the first few layers contain more information of small objects, on the contrary, the heatmaps collected from the latter layers contain strong semantic information but less information of small objects.
are mainly preserved in the forepart of the whole network based on CNN. So it is difficult for the detector to detect the small object without the lost low-level structure details. As a result, both low-level features and high-level features are all useful to detect small objects.
In order to obtain sufficient information for the prediction in small objects, motivated by FPN [16] we proposed the dual pyramid including a series of convolutional and deconvolutional processes. The convolutional operation can obtain the better feature map in the lowlevel convolutional layers. The deconvolutional operation can obtain the better in the high-level convolutional layers.
In Fig 3, Other feature maps are analogously obtained by convolutional and deconvolutional operations.
These concatenation feature maps have both position information and semantic information which are effective in predicting the object, especially small objects. To prevent aliasing effects, we use 3 × 3 convolutional layers after concatenating every four-scale convolutional layer. Finally, we obtain a four-scale feature map F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 . The fourscale feature map is partly used in the RRPN for prediction.
B. RELATIVE REGION PROPOSAL NETWORK
IoU is an important concept in object detection. It depends on whether the sample is actually used for training. In general, the anchor size we chose was suitable for most objects. However, if there were some relatively small objects the anchors were not used for gradient backpropagation because of the low IoU, but the information still helps the model learn features. Figure 5 shows two situations in which the anchors do not use for training. In the situation I, the object is small, and the IoU is lower than the threshold that we usually use. However, the information in the anchor is useful for training the model. In the situation II, the object is big, and the IoU is much lower than the threshold that we usually use, however, the information in the anchors is important for the network to learn the local features to detect occluded objects.
To maximally uses the small object features, the proposed work uses the RRPN. We redefined the way the foreground FIGURE 5. The two situations of the IoU. In the situation I, the object is small, the IoU is lower than the threhold we usually use. In the situation II, the object is big, the IoU is much lower than the threshold we usually use. and background labels were assigned. Firstly, we chose the anchors with IoU values greater than a threshold (such as 0.3). Secondly, we chose RIoU values greater than another threshold (such as 0.7). We assigned these anchors with label ''1''. Similarly, for the background definition, first, we chose an IoU of less than a threshold (such as 0.3). Second, we chose an RIoU of less than another threshold (such as 0.3). We assigned these anchors with the label ''0''. Others that were not used for training were assigned the label ''−1''. For training, the same number (such as 128) of positive samples and negative samples were chosen according to the value of the IoU and RIoU. The RIoU is defined as follows:
FIGURE 6. The arhciteture of the context information network. after generating the object proposals in the RRPN stage, we use a feature mapping process to choose a suitable feature maps and sends it to the RoIAlign.
where, A g and A a are the square of the groundtruth and anchors.
C. CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION NETWORK
The feature maps corresponding to small candidate proposals, whose spatial resolution are very small after enduring multiple convolution processes and RoIAlign [45] which is a pooling operation, are used to obtain feature maps of the same scale. Moreover, contextual information contributes to object detection and can learn the relationship between small remote sensing objects and the background. In this section, we focus on leveraging the contextual information to enlarge the spatial resolution of small remote sensing objects. It is effective to distinguish the foreground from the background in the complex scene and improve the small object detection accuracy. In Fig. 6 , after generating the object proposals in the RRPN stage, the proposed model begins a feature mapping process to choose a suitable feature maps and transfer it to RoIAlign [45] . The feature maps corresponding to each proposal are then transformed into a fixed-dimensional representation with a predefined spatial resolution. Then, several convolutional layers and fully connected layers are fed with these feature maps for classification and class-specific bounding box regression. Then NMS is used to select the best bounding box and output the category label and probabilities, as shown in Fig. 6 . The index ''N '' of the four-scale feature to select is defined as:
where, w and h is weight and height of the proposals with contextual region. k is the hyper-parameter which limit the proposal not so slender or flat which may reduce the network performance. For example if the proposal has a width of 30 and a height of 20, the ''M '' can be calculated to be ''1''(Eq.3), and the ''N '' is ''4''(Eq.4). So we select the corresponding region of interesting in the F 4 feature map.
D. LOSS FUNCTION
The RRPN loss function is defined as:
where, i is the index of an anchor in a minibatch, and p i is the predicted probability of anchor i being an object. The groundtruth label p * i is ''1'' if the anchor is positive, and ''0'' if the anchor is negative. t i (Eq.6) is a vector representing the 4 parameterized coordinates of the predicted bounding box, and t * i (Eq. 6) represents the ground truth box associated with a positive anchor. The classification loss L cls (Eq. 6) is the log loss over two classes (object vs. not object). The regression loss L reg is the smooth L1 (Eq. 9) loss with four location parameters. The two terms are normalized by N the size of mini batch, in our experiment N=256 For classification. The specific loss function of classification is defined as:
For bounding box regression, we adopt the parameterization of the 4 following coordinates:
where x and y denote the box's center coordinates and w and h denote its width and height, respectively. Variables x, x a , and x * represent the predicted box, anchor box, and ground truth box, respectively (likewise for y, w, h), which can be considered bounding box regression from an anchor box to a nearby ground truth box. The specific loss function of bounding box regression is defined as :
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The contextual information network loss function defined as:
where, p i is the predicted class scores that include the contextual information, p * i is the ground truth class label, c i is the predicted coordinates including the contextual information, and c * i is the ground truth coordinates label. The loss functions are the same as the RRPN loss function and are cross-entropy and smooth L1 (Eq.9).
IV. TRAINING A. DETAILS
The proposed experiments were conducted based on the MCFN. Ren et al. [23] experimentally proved that choosing the pretrained ResNet model enables better performance than other pretrained models, such as VGG and Inception. Accordingly, we chose the ResNet-101 model as the backbone network. The model was initialized by the ImageNet classification model and fine-tuned on the remote sensing object detection dataset. We randomly split the samples into 80% for training and 20% for testing.
In all experiments, we trained and tested the proposed method model based on the TensorFlow deep learning framework. We resized the images to 800 × 800 pixels, and applied stochastic gradient descent for 30k iterations to train our model. The learning rate was 0.001 and decreased to 0.0001 after 20k iterations. We adopted only one scale anchor for one scale predicted with areas of 32 × 32 pixels, 64 × 64 pixels, 128 × 128 pixels, and 256 × 256 pixels, and three ratios: 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1, which performed well on the dataset.
The evaluation used the average precision of each object instance and the mean average precision with an IoU threshold of 0.3 and an RIoU threshold of 0.7. To reduce redundancy, NMS was adopted on the proposal regions based on their box-classification scores. The IoU threshold was fixed for NMS at 0.7. From the loss pict. in Fig. 7 , we can see that after 20k iterations, the total loss(RRPN loss and CIN loss) tended to be stable.
B. COMPUTATIONAL TIME ANALYSIS
The proposed method was implemented on a PC with a Core i7-6700 3.30 GHZ CPU, four Nvidia 2080Ti GPUs and 64 GB of RAM. The detection time of the proposed method is approximately 25-30 FPS. The time is basically the same as the detection time of the mainstream algorithm, which can meet real-time requirements and has high practical value.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, a series of experiments were performed to verify the effects of the proposed method. We performed a series of experiments on the remote sensing image datasets. Our method achieved state-of-the-art performance: 96.6% for aircraft and 95.6% for cars.
We firstly conducted evaluations on the remote sensing object detection dataset to compare the performance with other state-of-the-art object detection methods. We also evaluated the robustness of the proposed method using the COCO dataset. We used mean average precision (mAP), average precision (AP) and recall (R) defined as follows:
where N is the number of the pictures in one class and M is the number of class as indicators to compare with other methods. TP is the number of true positive samples which means the positive samples be predicted positively. FP is the number of false postive samples which means the negative samples be predicted positively. FN is the number of false negative samples which means positive samples predicted negtively. Higher map and recall mean better network performance.
A. EVOLUTION USING THE REMOTE SENSING OBJECT DETECTION DATASET
In Fig. 8 the results of the detection of small objects show that the tranditional algorithms (a), (b), (f), (g) result in many instances of misdetection, and the proposed algorithm can detect more small objects than other deep learning methods. The proposed dual pyramid network concatenates the shallow feature maps and the deep feature maps in four scales that can extract the small object features adequately. Other small object detection methods, such as the FPN and modified faster-RCNN, only add the deep convolutional layer feature maps to the shallow feature map and do not have enough features. Thus, the proposed method had better results in detecting small objects. Figure 9 shows the results in a complex scene in which the object has the same color and texture as the background. Traditional methods can not accurately detect objects against complex backgrounds. Other methods, such as the faster-RCNN, SSD, FPN and YOLOv3, do not make the best use of contextual information, and therefore cannot detect objects in complex backgrounds. From (c), (d), (e) and (h) in Fig. 9 , the modified faster-RCNN method concatenates the contextual information and the object features in (i), thus it performs better than the previous methods. The proposed method not only interpolate contextual information but also changes the traditional anchor chosen mechanism in training so it has the better results.
There are some objects that are only partially exposed. Because the proposed method can learn the local information in the RRPN and the contextual information in the context information network, the method can detect the partially exposed objects. Figure 10 shows ten figures. The tranditional method is useless when the object is partly exposed. The FPN algorithm (d) in Fig. 10 has a certain effect on detecting individual small objects. However, when the distance between the objects is close, the network does not sufficiently learn the small objects and background information, resulting in these objects not being easily detected. The one-stage methods SSD and YOLOv3 do not perform well in the occlusion situation, as shown in (h) and (e) in Fig. 10 . The proposed method can sufficient learn the small object information and background information, and it can easily detect when the object is occluded, which makes it superior to other state-ofthe-art methods shown in (j).
To further verify the effect and robustness of the proposed method, we applied the proposed method to detect the cars. The cars in the remote sensing dataset are more difficult to detect than the aircraft; they have a smaller scale and fewer features, and the scene is more complex. As shown in Fig. 11 , from the red box in (a) and (b) the cars are occluded in the trees and only slightly exposed, experimental results indicate that the proposed method can detect the cars accurately, especially in complex scenes.
The quantitative evaluation results with the remote sensing object detection dataset are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 . We first compared the performance with that of the traditional object detection methods, such as HOG and LBP. The traditional methods did not perform well because the detection method based on the sliding window has high computational redundancy and time complexity. It is difficult to address occlusion problems. Moreover, because the HOG and LBP do not have scale invariance, it is difficult to detect small objects. Although the SIFT have scale invariance it is useless for the object in the complex background. In summary, the accuracy of traditional methods in small target detection is much lower than that of the proposed method as shown in Table 2 .
We compared the proposed approach with seven common object detection state-of-the-art methods and five remote sensing object detection state-of-the-art methods. As shown in Table 3 , the deep learning method is obviously better in accuracy than the traditional methods like HOG and LBP. because of the superiority of the proposed method in small object detection and the strong ability to resist complex scene and occlusion, the proposed method has higher accuracy and robustness when detecting aircraft and cars. From the mAP and recall shown in Table 3 We can observe that in terms of AP over all the aircraft and the car categories, the proposed approach outperforms the previously most accuracy USB-BBR [20] method and AARMN [8] method by 2% and 1% respectively.
B. ABLATION STUDY IN EACH COMPONENT
We did an ablation study to validate the specific contribution of each component of the proposed method for detection. In each experiment, we omitted one part of our method and retained the remaining parts. The AP are listed in Table 4 . We can see that the change in network structure increased by 2.9%. because of the DPFN fused more features of the object. Second, we only used the proposed RRPN to take the place of the traditional RPN, the result improved by 3.9%. This result indicates that the small objects that have relatively low IoU are useful for training. Finally, we interposed only the contextual information to the proposals, and the AP improved by 3.3%. The contextual information is effective for the network to detect the object. We can see that when all terms were applied, the proposed method can improve 3.3% of the average precision.
For all results, it can be easily illustrated: due to the use of the DPFN the proposed method obtains more spatial structural information about small objects, so that more semantic information can be obtained to enhance the feature representation in small objects.The RRPN make more small samples to use in the training,so it can make the model learn more local information and small objects information; the CIN containing the object and the background relationship features, the proposed method obtains a discriminative feature representation ability to effectively recognize objects in spite of the diversity and complexity of object appearance.
C. EVOLUTION USING THE COCO DATASET
Finally, we evaluated the performance of the proposed method on the COCO dataset. As shown in Table 5 , because the COCO dataset has more classes and considerably smaller objects, many methods do not perform well. Compared to other methods, the proposed method was 3.8% better in detecting small objects. Thus, the proposed algorithm is effective in detecting small objects.
We also use more complex images to verify the robustness of the proposed method. As shown in Figure 12 , the resulution of the image is 6000 × 4000. the size of people is about one thousandth of the image. the results of the detection shows the proposed algorithm have good performance under the complex scene which cannot be distinguished by human eyes. FIGURE 13. The serried objects (in the red rectangle) which the distance of the objects is so near even many parts of the objects are linked together cannot be detected accurately.
VI. DISCUSSION
Compared with other methods, the proposed method is more accurate, especially in the detection of small objects. It is also very effective for objects with complex scenes and occlusion. However, as shown in the red rectangle of Fig. 13 , in the serried scene which the distance of the objects is so near even many parts of the objects are linked together the proposed method can not accuratly detect them.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed the MCFN method to address the small object detection problem in optical remote sensing images. We designed a DPFN with a series of encoding and decoding operations to better extract the features of the object, which is critical for detecting small remote sensing objects. At the same time, we used RRPN to maximally extract the small object features and local features. Furthermore, we leveraged the contextual information enclosing an object proposal to further improve small object detection performance, especially in occlusion and complex scene situations. Finally, we conducted a wide range of experiments and provided a comprehensive analysis of the performance of MCFN on the task of small object detection in optical remote sensing images. Our future work will focus on improving the accuracy in the situation of many objects are serried.
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